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Some Remarks on C*-Dynamical Systems
with a Compact Abelian Group
By

Akitaka KlSHlMOTO* and Hiroshi TAKAI**

Abstract
A C*-dynamical system consisting of a C*-algebra 21 and an action a of a compact
abelian group G as a group of automorphisms of 21 is investigated.
An explicit structure of the C*-crossed product C*(2l;a) of 21 by a is given in terms
of the spectral subspaces 21* (^), p<=G of 21.
If 21 has a strictly positive element and if the closed ideal of the fixed point algebra
2ia generated by 2l a (/>)*2l or (^) is 2ta itself for any p<=&, then C*(2l;a) is shown to be
stably isomorphic to 2la®^ (L 2 (G)).
For the Connes-Olesen invariant F(a}, it is shown that p^F(a) if and only if d p ( I ) l
^ (0) for any non-zero closed ideal / of C*(2l;a) where d is the action of G on C* (21; a)
dual to the action a on 21.
The relative commutant of 2ia in 21 is shown to be commutative if G=Tl orZ/(p) and
to be of type I if G is finite or the product of T1 with a finite group.

§ lo

Introduction and Main Results

In the study of C*-dynamical systems, one of the important
tasks is the analysis of the structure of continuous C*-algebra crossed
products. At the moment our knowledge on this problem is very
limited. (See [1], [7] and [9].) In this note we try to add a little
more information on the structure and basic properties of the crossed
product of a C*-algebra by a compact abelian group. As a related
problem we also examine the relative commutant of the fixed point
algebra.
Let (21, G) a) be a C*-dynamical system based on a compact
Communicated by H. Araki, April 7, 1977.
* Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.
** Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Tokyo 158, Japan.
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abelian group G. Let 2la(£) be the spectral subspace of a. at p^&
For a Hilbert space JP, <g (3?} denotes the C*-algebra of all
compact operators on &'. We consider the group C*-algebra C*(G)
of G as a C*-subalgebra of <^(L 2 (G)) in the following:
Theorem 1. Let (21, G, a) be a C* -dynamical system based on a
compact abelian group G. Then there is a unitary representation u
of G in L 2 (G) such that the C* -crossed product C* (21 ; a) is isomorphic to the closed span of tensor products 2la(£)(X)C* (G)w* with p<=Gin 2T(X)9'(L 2 (G)).
The u will be defined in section 3.
Following [2], two C*-algebras 21 and S3 are called stably
isomorphic if 2I(x)^(jf) and S3(g)^'(jf) are isomorphic where Jf is
a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space.
A positive element x of a C* -algebra 21 is called strictly positive
if 0(*)>0 for any state ^ of 21.
Theorem 2. Le£ (21, G, a) 6e a C* -dynamical system based on
a compact abelian group G. For eacA p^& let Ip be the closed ideal
o/2T a = 2r a (l) generated by 2T a (p)*2I a (/>). // 2T Aas a ^m'c^/y positive
element and if Ip = ^Sia for all p^&, then C*(2I; a) is stably isomorphic
to
Let P(a) be the Connes-Olesen invariant of the C*-dynamical
system (21, G, a) and let a be the action of G on C* (21 ; a) dual to
the action a of G.
Theorem 3. Le£ (21, G, a) be a C*''-dynamical system based on
a compact abelian group G. Tnen p^F(a) if and only if
dp(I)I^
(0) for any non-zero closed two-sided ideal I of C*(2l; a).
Theorem 4. Let (21, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system based on
a compact abelian group G. Let 21 fl (21*)' be the relative commutant
of 2la in 2L If 2Tn (2r a ) x ^(0), the following statements hold:
(i)
(ii)

If G=Tl or Z/(p), then 21 fl (2la)' M commutative;
I/ G z's jftm'te or ^/2g product group of T1 with a finite group,
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then STn (2la)' is of type I.
In general, 21 H (21")' is not of type I even if G = T2.
We shall give the proofs of Theorems 1 to 4 in sections 3 to 6,
respectively.
We would like to express our hearty thanks to Professor M.
Takesaki for enlightening us to study these topics and to Professor
H. Araki for critical reading of the manuscript and for many helpful
suggestions.
§ 2.

Notation and Preliminaries

Let (21, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system based on a compact
abelian group. The C*-crossed product C* (21 ; a) of 21 by a is
defined as the enveloping C*-algebra of L*(G;2I), the set of all
Bochner integrable 2t-valued functions on G equipped with the
following Banach *-algebra structure :

dg,
where dg is the normalized Haar measure on G.
For a representation p of 21 on a Hilbert space Jfp9 let Ind p be
a representation of L*(G;2l) on L 2 (G ; J%) such that

(Ind ?
for .r<EL>(G;2l) and 5?eL 2 (G ; jf,). If p is faithful, Ind p can be
extended to a faithful representation of C*(2l;ar) ([10]).
For x^Ll(Gi 21) and ^e(5 let <*,(*) be an element of L^(G; 2T)
such that &P(x) (g) =<jg, p">x(g). The dual action of G on C* (21 ; a)
is defined as the unique extension of dp on Lla(G \ 21) to an action on
C* (21 ; a) which we also denote by dp.
For two C* -algebras 21 and S3, 81(8)85 denotes the C*-tensor
product of 21 and S3 with respect to some C*- (cross) norm. In most
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of cases 21 or S3 will be of type I; if this is the case, the C*-norm
is unique and hence there is no ambiguity about C*-norms.
Let <$ (3f) be the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a
Hilbert space Jf. Let 1 be the regular representation of G on L 2 (G)
and Ad 1 the adjoint action of G on <^(L 2 (G)). Since G is compact
abelian, it follows from [7] that C* (21; or) is isomorphic to the fixed
point algebra of 2l(g) # (L2 (G)) under the product action a(x)Ad A
of G.
According to [8], let T(«:) = nSp a8 be the Connes invariant of
(81, G, a) where the intersection is taken over all nonz-ero a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebras @ of 21. F (a) is a (closed) subgroup
of the dual group (5 of G.
For every p&G and ae2l, let

where <#, />> means the value of /> at g\ Then ej (or simply e,) is
a mapping from 21 onto the spectral subspace 2la(/>) of a. at _/>. For
p=lf=G9 £1 is a projection of norm one from 21 onto the fixed point
algebra 2t" = 2t a (l). The family {2l"(£) ; p^G\ is total in 2T and
satisfies that 21* (/>) 2la (g) c2la (pg).
Let M(2T) be the multiplier algebra of the C*-algebra 2T. The
strict topology of M(2l) is the weakest topology in which the maps
x-^xa and x-^>ax from M(2l) into 21 are continuous for eacha£=2l.
The bitransposed action a** of a on the second dual 21** leaves
M(2l) invariant. Thus a** defines the action of G on M(2I) which
is an extension of a on 21 and will be denoted by a.
§3.

Structure of C*-Crossed Products

We first make the following observation about the fixed point
algebra of a tensor product. In the case of periodic modular actions,
a prototype of the following proposition is in [6].
Proposition 3,1. Let (21, G, a) and (S3, G, /3) be C*-dynamical
systems based on a compact abelian group G. Then the fixed point
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algebra (§t(X)S3)aCg^ of SKgJJB under the product action a(X)/3 of G is the
closed span of tensor products ^ia(p)®^(p~l) with p^G.
Proof. Since 2la(£) and S3^(g) are total in §f and S3 respectively,
and since el®1* is of norm 1, the proposition follows from the following
formula for x e2la (/?) (x)^ (#) :
0
x

if pq=£l
if pq—\ .

This formula follows immediately from: ag®Pg(x') =(g) pq)x.

Q. E. D.
Now we consider the C* -dynamical system (^(L 2 (G)) 5 G, Ad A)
based on a compact abelian group. Let u be a unitary representation
of G on L 2 (G) such that
(*,£) Or) - <£ 7>f fe) , f e L2 (G) .

Then AdJ,(d,)=J,V;=<g, />>^e Further for p^G let e, be the
one-dimensional projection onto <•, py in I/ 2 (G) 5 which satisfies

Then upeq = epqup and the closed span of {##e, ; A geG} is
Lemma 3. 2.

^(L 2 (G)) A d 2 (£) -C* (G)up.

Proof. The group C*-algebra C* (G) is the closed span of [ep ;
}. The lemma follows from the fact : Ad %g(ep) =ep, Ad2g(up) =
<g, P>up.
Q. E. D.
Theorem 1 is a consequence of Proposition 3.1 and
since C*(2l; a) is isomorphic to (K®V (L 2 (G))) a ® A(U .
As a corollary we have

Lemma 3.2

Proposition 3. 3. Let (§1, G, a) be a C* -dynamical system based
on a compact abelian group G. Suppose that M(2l) a (/>) contains a
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unitary for each p<=&.

Then

C*(2I ; a)

is isomorphic to 2Ia

Proof. Let vt be a unitary in M(2T) a (£). Then %a (p) =%avp.
Let U=^pGQVp^)ep with convergence in the strict topology, which is
a unitary in M(2T(x)<r (L 2 (G))). Then for x^a
we have

which implies that
C/(2Ia(/))(x)C*CG)^) U* =%"(&€* (G)uf .
Theorem 1 we have the proposition.

By

Finally we remark :
Proposition 3. 4. Let (21, G, a) &£ a C* -dynamical system based
on a compact abelian group G. Suppose that ag = Ad ugfora measurable representation u of G into the unitary part of M(2l) equipped
with the strict topology. Then C* (21 ; a} is isomorphic to 2l®C*(G)o
Proof. Let p be a non-degenerate faithful representation of §1
on a Hilbert space «#%. Let U be a unitary on L 2 (G : Jf ,) such that
(C/f) (g") =/0( w *)?Qf) f°r f ^L2(G ; «#%) where ^ is the unique extension
of /o to a representation of M(2T) on tf ,. For a:eLi(G;a) and
G ; ^ ) we have

Since xu^L\(G\ 21) where (xu) (h) =x(h)uh) h^G, we have that
L7 Ind j 0Gr)E7*e j o(a)®C*(G) on ^,(x)L2(G) -L 2 (G ; Jf p ). Together
with the converse computation we can conclude that Ind jo(C*(8t; a))
= / o(2I)®C*(G) 5 which completes the proof.
Q. E. D.
Remark. The above proposition holds for a general locally compact amenable group G without any change of the proof. The key
point is that Ind p is faithful when p is faithful (cf. [10]).
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§4. Stable Isomorphism of C* (81 ; a) to 2Ta(x)^ (L2(G))
Let Jf be the C*~algebra of compact operators on a separable
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. For a C*-dynamical system (2f,
G? a) we consider (^(x)^, G, a = a:(x)£) where c is the trivial action
of G on Jf .
To prove Theorem 2 we first state a key lemma.
Lemma 4. 1. Le£ (21, G, a) fog a C* -dynamical system based on
a C* -algebra 21 including a strictly positive element and a compact
abelian group G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) /, = «« for all p^G,
(ii) M(2I(X)jf)*(p)

contains a unitary for all

Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of the above lemma (i)=
and Proposition 3.3 as follows: C* (21 ; a)(x)jf = C* (2t(x)jf3 a) ~
.
Now we have to prove Lemma 4.1. The proof depends on an
idea of Brown [2] In the following let (21, G, a) be a C*-dynamical
system based on a compact abelian group G.
Lemma 4. 2,
ments of 21".

21 has an increasing approximate

identity

of ele-

Proof. If (u^ is an increasing approximate identity in 213 then
so is (ag(u^) for any g^G. Since G is compact, (ei(wj) (c2la) is
an increasing approximate identity.
Lemma 4,3. Suppose that Ip = $la. Then 21 Aas arc increasing
approximate identity of finite sums J^afa^ a : -e2l a (^).
Proof. By using the argument of [5] we have an increasing
family (u^)iGA of finite sums Jja*ai9 a l -e2l a (^) 3 with a directed set /I
such that IKl-^X^)*!!-^ for any b^$ta(p). Thus !|(l-tt
tends to zero for any x = b*b with &e2l a (/>) and hence for any
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due to the assumption Ip = 21".
li(l-W;,)*||-»0 for any x^ 2L

By Lemma 4. 2 this implies that
Q. E. D.

Lemma 4. 4* Suppose that 21 has a strictly positive element and
that Ip = $ta. Then there is a sequence {at;i=l, 23 •••} in 2la(/>) such
that 2i°tf*#i = l with convergence in the strict topology o
The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 2. 3 in [2] and so
we omit it.
Lemma 4, 5-

M(2I)a is isomorphic to M(2la) by restriction.

Proof. Let ^eM(2l) Q . Then xa and ax belong to 21" for a<
If .r<2 = 0 for any a €=21% then # = 0 by Lemma 4.2. Thus we can
assume M(2l)" as a subalgebra of M(2la). An element of M(2la)
can be extended to a multiplier of the closed span of 2la2M% which
is 2L Hence M(2t) ft = M(2l a ) fl
Q. E. D.
Now we identify M(2l)« with M(2ta).
Let {^/J be a family of matrix units which generate
Lemma 4. 6. Suppose that 21 Aas a strictly positive element and
that Ip — lp-^ — ^af Then there is a partial isometry u in M(2I(X)jf )*(£)
such that u*u = l(g)e11 and uu* is full in M(2la(X)Jf).
Proof. By Lemma 4. 4 we have sequences [a] and {b{} in
2r*(/>) such that ^afa~\ and 2W = 1- Let b = 1 + Z7=i 2~^*^and set d^.^a^ and d2j = 2-j/2bjb-*.
Then 2 ^ y = l with
convergence in the strict topology.
Now the proof proceeds as in [2, Lemma 2.4]. Let w=2
dffie^.
<r
Then z^M = l(g)^11 and ww* = 2 rfI.^;(g)^yeM(a®jr)* = MC8l (8)Jf).
The norm closed ideal of M(2la(X)^) generated by uu* contains
dtd?®eu, in particular bjb-lb?®en. Since &' 1 >2~ 1 and ZW = 1>
this implies that the closed ideal generated by ^w* contains Sla(g)Jf,
thus by definition MM* is full.
Q. E. D.
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Lemma 4. 7. With the same hypotheses as in Lemma 4. 6, there
exists a unitary in M(E(X)Jf )*(/?).
Proof.

Let u be a partial isometry given in Lemma 4. 6.

u*u(=l(x)ell)

and

Since

a

uu* are full in M(SI (x)Jf) we have v19 v2 in

tt

M(8l (8)Jf(8)Jf) such that v?vl = v?vz=l, v&f = u*u(><)l and v2v?=uu*
(8)1 (Lemma 2. 5 in [2]).

Let

I7=i£(w(8>l)vi.

Jf(x)jf)*(£) with d = ;r(8)*(8)* and U is a unitary.

Then

C7eM(2T(x)

Since (2T(x)Jf(x)jf3

G, dO is isomorphic to (2I(X)jf , G3 a) we have a desired unitary.
Q, E. D.

Proof of Lemma 4.1.

(i)=>(ii) follows from Lemma 4. 7. Suppose

(ii) and let u be a unitary in M(8l(X)jf )*(/>).

Let M = 2 M,v(8)^

a

with M 0 -eM(2I) (p). Then S «.*«.•! =1 implies that Ip = Sla.
Q; E. D9

§5,

The Invariant r(a)

and the Dual Action a

We study the relation between r (a) and the dual
a.

action a of

Such a relation is studied in [7] for a discrete abelian group G.
Let

(21, G? a)

abelian group.

be a C*-dynamical system based on a compact

Define x for #eLi(G;3l) by

We make the following computation
where a0/> denotes the function g^G\ -

in the algebra Llu(G\ §1)
><^3 py a^M(Sl) for ^?eG

and

=

JG

^ (A) a, ( (a<8>/0 (A-1^) ) dh

= <g, P>\
<A
JG

By putting a = l we obtain that ^(1®^) =£(p)®p
and />e(?.

for

By putting z=l®q we obtain that (l®g) (a<

Hence we have that (l(8>g)*(l(8>/0 =e #g - 1 (^(p))(8)/> for any
G; ST) and any pair />,
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Lemma 5.1.

For ^eC*(2l;a) there exists a family

in 21 such that xpiq^"(qp-1)

Proof,

and

we have shown the assertion for x^Lla(G ; 21). Since

(l®^)llcM.;.) = ll^-i(*to))ll. for j:eLi(G;«) we have the
lemma by limiting procedure.
Q. E. D.
We remark the following formula which is obtained by easy
computation: For ae2I a O), &<E2l"(q) and for /, g<=Ll(G),

where (/:£)&)=<£, q>f(g).
Now we begin to prove Theorem 3. Suppose p^F(a). Then
there exists a non-zero positive element ae2l" such that a$ia(p)a =
(0). For 6<E2T a (q) and /eL J (G) we heve

Since a2Ia(^)a = 03 this implies that (a®^'1) (6(g)/) (a(g)l) =0 for all
6EE2r«(g) with geG and all f^Ll(G). Since the family (2la(g)(x)
Z/(G) ;^e(5} is total in Z^(G;2l) and hence in C* (21 ; a) we obtain
(a(X)^- 1 )C*(2I;a)(a(x)l)-0. Let I be the closed ideal of C*(2I;a)
generated by a® I. Then ^(/) is the closed ideal generated by
dp(a®\} =a®p-\ Hence we obtain d,(/)7=(0).
Conversely let ^>eG and let I be a non-zero closed ideal of
C*(2l; a) such that dp(I)I= (0). Let ^ be a non-zero positive element
of /. Since x^ (l(X)g) ^0 for some ^^G, we have a non-zero a =
" such that (l®^)a:- (l(g)g) =a(g)^el by Lemma 5.1. Since
= ap(a®q)<E.dp(I), the following holds for all
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Thus a^a(p)a= (0) which implies p&F(a). This completes the proof.

§ 6.

The Relative Commutant of Fixed Point Algebra

In this section we determine the algebraic structure of the
relative commutant of the fixed point algebra in a C*-dynamical
system (cf. [3], [9]).
Let & be a C*-algebra and ^ be a C*-subalgebra of the center
Z@ of & such that the closed ideal of 38 generated by # is 38 itself.
Let Q be the spectrum of # and let Ia for each w^Q be the maximal ideal of # consisting of all elements of c^tf
with <c, <y> = 0.
Denote by Jffl the closed ideal of ^ generated by Ia. Now suppose
J is a primitive ideal of &. Then there is an irreducible representation TT such that 7r~ 1 (0)=J. Since ^ cZ^», it holds that 7 r ( < ^ ) C
C-1 and hence that n(<g ) — C° 1 due to the assumption for # . Therefore
we have an element w^.Q such that TT(C) — <c, tw)>l for all c G ^ 7 .
Thus JD/ ffl , which implies that Jl)Ju. Therefore we have the following
lemma :
Lemma 6.1.

n J.= (0).

Let @„>=$%/Jm and let 6ffl be the image of b<=& by the quotient
map T)U of ^ onto 38 /Jn. It follows from Lemma 6. 1 that ^ is
commutative if and only if 38n is commutative for any co^Q. Moreover, let J be a primitive ideal of 38. As we saw before, there is an
element wE^Q such that J~Dja. Then f]u(T) is a primitive ideal of
38a such that 38/J is isomorphic to 38a/yn(T). Conversely let co^Q
and let J be a primitive ideal of ^ f c) . Then the inverse image ^l(J}
of J by rju is a primitive ideal of & such that 38 /r]~l (J) is isomorphic
to &JJ. By this argument we have the following lemma :

Lemma 6. 2. (i) & is commutative if and only if 38a is commutative for any co^Q.
(ii) 38 is of type I if and only if &a is of type I for any
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Remark.

In Lemma 6.2 (ii), it is the theorem of Sakai that the

separability assumption for @ is removable (cf. [4]).
Let (& , G, /3) be a C*-dynamical
f

system based on a compact

abelian group G. Let # =& .

By Lemma 4. 1 the closed ideal of

38 generated by # is ^ itself.

Now suppose # cZ^ and let /., J.

be as before.

Since &(/„)=/„, it holds that j8f(J.) =J. for any #eG

and a)^Q. For each w^Q we can define an action /3"1 of G on &m
such that Pi(a.) = (pg(a))m for <2<E^. Then 0- is ergodic on #„. In
fact let #£#. with #(#)=* for all g^G. If a(=& satisfies aot = x,
then (Pg(a)). = Pg(aJ=x.
we have ^eC-l.

Hence

faCa)).^.

Since e^a) e # > = <if ,

Thus we have the following lemma:

Lemma 6,3, Let (& , G5 ft) be a C* -dynamical system such that
Then (&m, G, £") w ergodic for each
Now we begin to prove Theorem 4. We take the C* -dynamical
system (# =3In (SI")', G5 £) where we assume ^ ^ ( 0 ) and /3 is the
restriction to $ of the action a on SI. Then <% -=3%^ is the center
of 2Ia and hence # cZ^. By the above lemma we have the ergodic
system (#„, G, ^8") for each <we0. Fix w# in ^T(p) with ||M # || = !
for each ^eSp/301. Then the ergodicity implies that up is a unitary
and that ^T(P) =C*up. In particular Sp/3ffl is a subgroup of G.
Case (i). Since Sp^01 has a generating element q we know that
uq generates ^.
Thus ^w is commutative. Hence by Lemma 6. 2
^ is commutative .
Case (ii). If G is finite, then obviously ^ is finite-dimensional.
Hence by Lemma 6. 2 @ is of type I.
Suppose that G is the product group of T1 with a finite group
H. Let AT=fl"-Ln Sp/3" where jff is considered as a subgroup of G.
We may assume that Af is infinite, otherwise Sp/3ffl is finite and ^ w is
of type I. Since N is a cyclic group, the family (up)pGN is commutative. Let m be the order of H. For any p^Spfi" we have that
unpluq = uqUp for any q^N since pm^N. On the other hand, since ft"
is ergodic, there exists a ^e(7 such that upuq = Auqup. Since u'puq =
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^muqUp we have %n=l, which implies that upuq=u™up. Since p is
arbitrary we have that (uq)qGNi are unitaries in Z^ where N^= [qm ;
q^N}.
Let 7- be the restricion of ^8" to the subgroup Nj~ which is
finite. Since (^) r is the C*-algebra generated by (uq')qGNl we have
(^J r cZ^. Therefore the relative commutant ^ f l C ^ l ) ' is equal
to &a and must be of type I by the preceding result for finite
G. Hence by Lemma 6. 2 @ is of type I.
If G=T 2 , we have an example of an ergodic C*-dynamical system
(21, T2, a) where 21 is separable and not of type I.
Example. Let & be a countably infinite dimensional Hilbert
space and let {ekti}kil<=z be a family of matrix units. Let 3l=
We define unitaries u{ and w(s) on 31 by

and

for 5= (515 52) <=R2. We can consider w ( ° ) as a unitary representation
of T2 on 3t. Let ^ be a real number such that d/2x is irrational and
set V! = W(Q, S)uly and v2 = u2. Let ?t be the C*-algebra generated
by vl and vz and a the continuous action of T2 on ?l such that a,=
Ado>(5) for each s^T2. In fact, a is well-defined since Ad w(s) (v})
= eisiVj. Thus we have defined the C*-dynamical system (St, T23 a).
We assert that a is ergodic on 21 and the weak closure 2T of 21 on
9^ is a factor of type Hi. Let 2f0 be the *-algebra algebraically
generated by v1 and v2. Then we clearly have 2ft = 01 which
implies 2Ia = CM by compactness. To prove that 2T is a factor, let
tf f = Adw(5) on r for each 5eT 2 . Then (2T) fl = (2l a )"-C» 1 and
e fl (Sl*')=C-vr i T;ja for all n= (n19 n^ $=Z2= T\ Now we compute that

Hence vpvp&Z*. unless nl = n2 = Q. Thus Z*,= (Zv,,)& = C* 1. To prove
that 2l/x is of type II13 let f be a unit vector of !Q such that e0. <>? = £•
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Let <p be a vector state of SI defined by f®f. Since the factor §T
is infinite-dimensional, we can conclude that 2T is of type H if we
show that <p is a tracial state of 81. Since $0 is ar-invariant, this is
a special case of the following proposition :
Proposition 6. 4. Let (21, G, a) fe a C*--dynamical system. Let
&=$tr\ (2la)' and P = a\a. If ^^(0), any ^-invariant state <p of &
is tracial.
Proof. We first note the following three points :
(i)
Since <p is /3-invariant, ( p ( s p ( & ) ) = 0 for all p3=l.
(ii)
The linear hull of e,(#), £^Sp/3 is dense in to.
(iii) ^ is the center of $ta and hence in the center of
For a<=sp(@) and 6<E£ 9 (^), p([a, 6])=0 for £g=£l due to
[a, 6]=0 for pq=l due to (iii) and the lemma below&]) =0 for all a,b^^ due to (ii).
Q.

^.
(i) and
Hence
E. D.

Lemma 6.5. // Z w the center of a C*''-algebra 21 and if a
and baZEZ, then ab = ba.
Proof. Let TT be a primary representation of 81. Then 7r(a)7r(&) =
and 7r(&)7r(a) = rf- 1 for some complex numbers c and <f. Then

Hence c = <^ or 7r(a)=0. In the latter case c — Q = d. Hence TT([«, &])
= 0 for all primary representations ^r. Therefore [a5 b~$=Q.
Q. E. D.
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